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Teacher Resources: Who’s Afraid of Honey Bees?  
 

Background: Gardens of the 1800s and early 1900s like the one at the Voelker Orth were not 

just for beauty and play; they provided products for the home like fruit, vegetables, and honey 

with many gardens hosting beehives, just like ours.  

 

Objective:  Students will be introduced to basic insect anatomy, the behavior of bees, bee 

colonies and their organization, and the language of bees and its role in 

pollination.  

 

Procedure:  Using visual aids, classes will discuss honeybee identification, bee anatomy, and 

the three classes of bee (queen, drone, and worker). Further discussion will cover 

the daily needs of honeybees including flower structure and the pollination 

process. Color photos will help to illustrate the concepts of bee life cycles and 

colony organization. Students will be introduced to the basics of beekeeping by 

examining beekeeping equipment and visiting a working bee hive with our master 

beekeeper. Students will also taste natural honey.   

 

Before Your Visit…   

 Review bee-related vocabulary using the vocabulary sheet provided, adjusting 

content according to your class’s needs.  

 Observe different types of insects in your schoolyard. Record their behavior and 

appearance. As a class, identify different types of insects and discuss insect body structures. 

 Using flowers from your schoolyard or your local florist, identify different flower structures and 

their functions. 

 

After Your Visit…  

You will receive supplies for “From Colony to Classroom,” a group follow-up activity to take back to 

school. In addition to or as an alternative, try one of the following activities with your class to further 

reinforce their understanding of insects, their behaviors, and their relationships to the natural world:  

 Make a list of other colonial (colony-building) insects and/or animals. Ask students to research 

and report on the appearance, behavior, and organization of the animal and its colony.  

 In the schoolyard, park, or garden, observe and record the behavior of bees on different flowers. 

 For hands-on experience with colonial insects, purchase an ant colony for the classroom. Have 

students make periodic observations and reports on their behavior.  
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Honeybee Vocabulary 

Abdomen: The rear part of an insect’s body. Located behind the thorax. 

Antenna: A thin, sensitive organ on the head of an insect used mainly to feel and touch things.  

Anther: The part of a flower’s stamen that collects pollen. 

Colony:  Animals of the same type living closely together in order to take care of their needs.  

Compound Eye: An eye, found in insects, that is made up of many small visual units.  

Drone:  A male bee, doesn't gather food, has no stinger. Almost twice the size of a worker bee. His job is to mate 

with the queen and make new bees.  

Hive:  The shelter (house) where a colony (group) of bees live. 

Honeycomb:  A shelter of six-sided wax cells built by honeybees in their nest to contain young bees and stores of 

honey. 

Larva:  Young, wingless, and wormlike. An early form of an insect that hatches from an egg. 

Metamorphosis:  A series of physical changes commonly found in the life cycles of insects in which eggs grow 

into adults.  

Nectar:  Sugary fluid that is extracted from flowers by bees 

Ovary: In flowering plants, the part of the pistil which holds the ovule(s). Female part of the plant.  

Ovules: An outgrowth of the ovary of a seed plant that after fertilization develops into a seed. 

Pistil: The female organs of a flower, comprising the stigma, style, and ovary. 

Pollen: The very fine (usually yellow) dust that is produced by a plant. It is carried to other plants of the same 

kind (sometimes by bees) and fertilizes them so they can produce seeds.  

Pollinate: Transferring pollen grains from stamens, where they form, to the pistil. Required for fertilization and 

the production of seeds in plants.  

Pupa:  The stage in a bee’s life cycle between larva and adult.  

Queen Bee:  The largest female bee who is the center of the hive. She is the one who lays eggs. 

Royal Jelly: A substance secreted by honeybee workers and fed to larvae that are being raised as potential new 

queens. 

Seed: A flowering plant’s unit of reproduction, capable of developing into another plant of the same kind.  

Stamen: The male reproductive part of a flower. They produce pollen in their anthers. 

Stigma: The part of a flower that receives pollen during pollination.  

Swarm: The process of creating a new honeybee colony. A large group of worker bees leave with the queen and 

start their own hive.  

Thorax: The middle section of the body of an insect, between the head and the abdomen. The legs and wings are 

attached to it.  

Worker Bee:   Female bees whose jobs include:  tending and feeding young bees (larvae), making honey, making 

food to feed larvae, producing wax, cooling the hive by fanning wings, gathering and storing pollen, nectar, and 

water, guarding the hive, building, cleaning and repairing the comb, and feeding and taking care of the queen and 

drones. 

 

 


